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The Research
• Conducting a taphonomic study 

• Upper Cretaceous dinosaur fossils 

• Eastern Wyoming 

• Excavation began in 1995, using traditional 
methods 

• On-site for one month every summer











Data Collection
• In 2000, we adopted Real-Time Kinematic 

Differential GPS data collection for every fossil 

• Eliminate traditional string grid 

• Eliminate measurement and transcription error 

• Enabled accurate 3D renderings of quarries 

• Since 2000, we have collected 20,000 specimens 
using these techniques







Effective Paleontology 
Digitization Programs

• We believe that truly effective programs have the three 
following characteristics: 

• The primary objective is to faithfully and consistently 
record all observable specimen metadata 

• Provide open access to the data to all interested 
parties, with the express purpose of advancing the 
knowledge of the scientific community 

• Encourage interest in paleontology by non-scientists



Data Collection Techniques
• To meet these objectives, we have implemented the following 

specific field methods 

• Specimen numbers immediately assigned to fossils upon 
discovery, and are referenced in every following stage 

• Specimens are excavated on all sides and pedestaled, 
keeping them in situ for recording 

• Record minimum of three GPS points, or as many as are 
necessary to reproduce the general shape of each specimen 

• Digital photographs taken of each specimen maintain a 
visually accurate record







Georeferencing
• Every specimen photograph is georeferenced to its 

3D positional data 

• Background image elements removed 

• Correlate each point in the photograph to 
corresponding point in the positional data set 

• Repeat for every fossil found 

• Render 3D views of resulting fossil assemblage

















Curation Process
• Each specimen is curated into our collection, and 

passes through a well-defined workflow 

• Fossils are cleaned, repaired, and stabilized 
using standard methods and consolidants 

• Imaged using a special rotating photographic 
table, which automatically triggers photos from 32 
angles 

• All observable metadata entered into database





The Online Database

• The online database consists of two parts 

• The backend database engine 

• The frontend website



Backend Database
• Consists of 46 relationally interlinked tables 

• Of those, 17 tables contain fossil data 

• Normalized using standard techniques 

• “Fourth Normal Form” (Ronald Fagin, 1977) 

• No duplicated data between tables





Database Normalization
• Any piece of data that appears more than once has 

been put into its own separate parent table and 
linked to from one or more child tables 

• Normalization is absolutely vital for maintaining data 
integrity 

• Requires deep understanding of dataset 

• Results in clean data, easily expandable schema, 
and fast operation



Frontend Website

• Multiple frontends 

• One for data-entry and administration 

• One for public browsing and research



Website Features
• Browse and search all specimens on any criteria 

• View all specimen metadata 

• Positional mapping of every specimen with respect 
to others found in same quarry 

• Photographic 360 degree viewing of most 
specimens























What We Have Learned
• For fifteen years, our techniques have enabled us to 

work more quickly, efficiently, and accurately than 
older methods would allow 

• As we have developed, we have gradually altered 
criteria for collection, so that we are not inundated 
with irrelevant data 

• We have expanded our fleet of GPS “rover” units to 
four, allowing us to keep up with as many as eight 
quarries over a wide area



Converting to Digital

• Cost to convert to digital is decreasing every year 

• Complete RTK GPS systems under $15,000 

• GIS software is available with academic pricing 

• Georeferencing 2,000 fossils takes two weeks of 
focused labor



Outreach and Education
• We have capitalized on the interest of young people 

in dinosaurs to make science attractive 

• Presently building a new science museum 
showcasing every step from “bones in ground” to 
“data in computer” 

• Our goal is to encourage interest in paleontology by 
non-scientists.





Conclusion

Over the last 15 years, we have collected 20,000 
specimens using these techniques. 

The data we collect are available to anyone wishing to 
study dinosaur taphonomy. 

We are endeavoring to preserve the data as faithfully 
and completely as current technology allows.




